Global Teachers to Germany 2014

Use the 5 themes of Geography to compare and contrast NC and Stuttgart-Freiberg

By Minette Finney-Lewis
Coltrane Webb STEM Elementary
Cabarrus County Schools, NC.
Follow-up from lesson taught at Eschbach-Gymnasium Stuttgart-Freiberg

North Carolina's Three Regions!
(NC 3 Regions already taught in Germany, now students will move on to...)

Use the 5 themes of Geography to compare and contrast NC and Stuttgart-Freiberg and teach each other about their respective state.
Geography
5 Themes of Geography

CCSS Geography and Environmental Literacy

4.G.1 Understand how human, environmental, and technological factors affect the growth and development of North Carolina.

4.G.1.1 Summarize changes that have occurred in North Carolina since statehood (population growth, transportation, communication, and land use).

4.G.1.2 Explain the impact that human activity has on the availability of natural resources in North Carolina.

4.G.1.3 Exemplify the interactions of various peoples, places, and cultures in terms of adaptation and modification of the environment.

4.G.1.4 Explain the impact of technology (communication, transportation, and inventions) on North Carolina’s citizens, past and present.
5 Themes of Geography

Location
exact and relative

Region
different physical and human features of an area

Place
Physical and Human features

Movement
people, good and ideas moving

Human-Environment

Interaction
People changing the environment
Compare these pictures

Describe where in the state each landform is found
Location

Use absolute and relative location to describe the locations in NC
Location

Use absolute and relative location to describe the location of North Carolina.
How do we use these resources in our daily life?
Students will use the findings of their research to compare and contrast how each country's geography, culture and resources affects how they live their daily life!